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Abstract 
 
Oil and gas companies operating in Coal Seam Gas (CSG) consistently address issues regarding efficient well monitoring and 
operations. CSG wells are completed with artificial lift and have fluid flow in both tubing and annulus. The water is being 
pumped with the help of artificial lift through tubing and gas is produced through annulus. Well production depends on 
artificial lift performance and flow profile within the tubing and fluid level in annulus. The well modelling technique requires 
a common nodal solution from tubing and annulus which requires an iterating procedure to suggest optimum operating 
parameters and predicts rates for various scenarios. 
 
CSG wells have low gas rates which induce slugging in the annulus and hence adversely affect the well performance. The 
unwanted down hole pressure variation leads to reduction in lift efficiency both in tubing and annulus. The operating condition 
of artificial lift requires optimisation to operate the well at maximum production potential. The fluctuation in liquid rates from 
wells needs to be minimised for process stabilisation and hence reduction in back pressure effects on other wells in surface 
network.  
 
The main objective is to model the flow path inside tubing and annulus for an artificially lifted CSG well. There is currently a 
gap in the industry on how such wells should be modelled since the water & gas are separated down hole and they follow 
different flow paths. A flowing well has a common down hole pressure at different surface flowing tubing head pressure and 
flowing casing pressure. This project involves development of a software tool on the basis of industry research which can 
execute performance analysis in CSG wells. In addition, the scope of the project includes identifying basic guidelines for CSG 
well operation.  
 
To achieve this objective all issues related with CSG well operation were collectively analysed and scope of work was drawn. 
The requirement of performance analysis tool for unconventional wells was acknowledged and the workflow for optimum well 
operation was proposed with available software applications. An Excel based application running on visual basic code was 
created which can communicate with a multiphase pressure calculator and perform system analysis for CSG wells. The 
proposed tool was developed and validated on real field data from BG Group. 
 
This thesis covers the operating issues, proposed workflow for performance analysis for CSG wells, development stages of the 
tool, its application on real field data, validation with field measurements and limitation associated with developed workflow. 
This thesis also covers the main aspects considered to monitor performance of CSG wells; the effect of surface and downhole 
parameters on well performance and how these concepts and diagnosis can help to achieve production targets in CSG field. 
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Abstract 
 
Oil and gas companies operating in Coal Seam Gas (CSG) consistently address issues regarding efficient well monitoring and 
operations. CSG wells are completed with artificial lift and have fluid flow in both tubing and annulus. The water is being 
pumped with the help of artificial lift through tubing and gas is produced through annulus. Well production depends on 
artificial lift performance and flow profile within the tubing and fluid level in annulus. The well modelling technique requires 
a common nodal solution from tubing and annulus which requires an iterating procedure to suggest optimum operating 
parameters and predicts rates for various scenarios. 
 
CSG wells have low gas rates which induce slugging in the annulus and hence adversely affect the well performance. The 
unwanted down hole pressure variation leads to reduction in lift efficiency both in tubing and annulus. The operating condition 
of artificial lift requires optimisation to operate the well at maximum production potential. The fluctuation in liquid rates from 
wells needs to be minimised for process stabilisation and hence reduction in back pressure effects on other wells in surface 
network.  
 
The main objective is to model the flow path inside tubing and annulus for an artificially lifted CSG well. There is currently a 
gap in the industry on how such wells should be modelled since the water & gas are separated down hole and they follow 
different flow paths. A flowing well has a common down hole pressure at different surface flowing tubing head pressure and 
flowing casing pressure. This project involves development of a software tool on the basis of industry research which can 
execute performance analysis in CSG wells. In addition, the scope of the project includes identifying basic guidelines for CSG 
well operation.  
 
To achieve this objective all issues related with CSG well operation were collectively analysed and scope of work was drawn. 
The requirement of performance analysis tool for unconventional wells was acknowledged and the workflow for optimum well 
operation was proposed with available software applications. An Excel based application running on visual basic code was 
created which can communicate with a multiphase pressure calculator and perform system analysis for CSG wells. The 
proposed tool was developed and validated on real field data from BG Group. 
 
This thesis covers the operating issues, proposed workflow for performance analysis for CSG wells, development stages of the 
tool, its application on real field data, validation with field measurements and limitation associated with developed workflow. 
This thesis also covers the main aspects considered to monitor performance of CSG wells; the effect of surface and downhole 
parameters on well performance and how these concepts and diagnosis can help to achieve production targets in CSG field. 
 
Introduction 
 
This thesis covers an introduction to unconventional gas and its development scopes. BG Group is a leading company in 
unconventional gas business and nowadays emphasis has been given to improve the efficiency in the business to achieve 
production targets. The nature of gas business always draws attention to maintain the volume commitment to market and hence 
it requires continuous monitoring and performance improvement in every facet of business. Unconventional gas well has lower 
deliverability than conventional wells so the number of wells in unconventional fields is very high. Unconventional gas field 
development also has lower profit margin than conventional gas fields which generates a business need for proper monitoring 
of well performance and improving production efficiency. This thesis provides details on unconventional gas business, key 
performance indicators, industry researches, business requirement, enhancement requests to conventional approaches and 
workflow development for well performance monitoring. This document will also provide a summary of earlier work done in 
Imperial College 
London 
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BG Group towards the upgrades in surface and reservoir modelling for CSG wells. The results of earlier studies and current 
operational challenges were considered to propose the most suitable approach for CSG well modelling. There are several 
methods of artificial lift in CSG wells however a Progressive Cavity (PC) pump is used in BG operated assets and hence this 
work is based on wells with PC pump. During the project an Excel based application was developed to perform nodal analysis 
in CSG wells by using available multi-phase pressure calculators. A workflow was proposed and computer codes were written 
in Excel to communicate with commertial software applications and plot the output for better user interface in Excel. This 
thesis will also cover the results from the developed workflow for well performance monitoring, comparison of results with 
recorded field data and the utility of developed workflow in CSG fields. 
Unconventional Gas 
 
Unconventional gas refers to natural gas resources trapped in coals, shales and tight sands. These resources differ markedly 
from conventional gas reservoirs, in that they are diffuse, continuous accumulations of natural gas, covering very large 
geographical areas. There are huge untapped unconventional reserves in many countries: the US National Petroleum Council 
(NPC Global Oil and Gas Study, 2007) estimates global unconventional gas-in-place to be around 33,000 trillion cubic feet. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Distribution of Unconventional Resources Worldwide (NPC Global Oil and Gas Study, 2007) 
Developing Unconventional Gas 
 
Development of unconventional gas resources requires a different approach from exploring for and developing conventional 
gas reservoirs. Exploration is focused on identifying productive fairways and developments that typically involve a relatively 
high number of wells, spread over a large development area. Application and further development of advanced ‘oilfield’ 
technologies such as horizontal drilling, fracture stimulation and de-watering have enabled the industry to develop these 
resources on a commercial scale. Some developments will use unconventional gas as a feedstock for LNG, such as BG 
Group’s business. It should also be emphasised that the development of these resources is economically marginal and there 
needs to be intense focus on minimising costs wherever possible and cost efficiency; hence very often success occurs due to 
the scalability of the development concept along with continuous improvement in terms of drilling and well completions costs. 
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Figure 2: Resource Pyramid (NPC Global Oil and Gas Study, 2007) 
The Reservoir Spectrum 
 
Unconventional gas resources include tight sands, coal seam gas and organic shales. Gas is stored in these rocks in a variety of 
different ways, depending upon the composition and structure of the rock. Coals have the highest organic content and store gas 
by adsorption – this means that the gas is attached to the surface of the coal molecules owing to pressure and chemical bonds. 
Tight sands have little or no organic content, so gas is stored volumetrically in the pore space between the rock particles. Shale 
rocks fall somewhere in between in the porosity spectrum, and store gas both volumetrically and by adsorption. Some typical 
ranges of these parameters are provided below; Table 1.  
Table 1: Typical reservoir parameters for Unconventional Gas Reservoirs. 
 
Type Permeability (mD) Porosity (%) Adsorbed Gas (scf/ton) 
Tight Gas Sand <0.1 6 - 12 None; but may have condensate. 
Shale Gas 0.001 – 0.01 2 - 8 40 - 300 
Coal Seam Gas 0.1 - 5 1 - 10 300 - 600 
 
The porosity mentioned for CSG in the above table belongs to cleats however the porosity in matrix can be higher than the 
thesised value. The reservoir spectrum is shown schematically as Figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Reservoir spectrum showing the role of adsorbed gas (Courtesy: BG Group) 
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Coal Seam Gas 
 
Coal seam gas, or CSG, is a natural gas, predominantly methane but may contain small amounts of hydrocarbon gases such as 
ethane, propane and butane. CSG typically contains only small amounts of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. It occurs when coal is 
formed deep underground over millions of years of heating and compressing decomposing plant matter. Over time, the gas 
becomes trapped in coal seams by water. It is considered a cleaner gas that requires relatively little treatment before being used 
in industry and households. The comparison of coal seam gas with conventional gas is summarised in following table. 
Table 2: Comparison of coal seam gas with conventional gas. 
 
Sr No. Conventional Gas Coal-Seam Gas 
1 Darcy flow of gas to wellbore Diffusion through micropores by Fick's law 
  
Darcy flow through fractures 
2 Gas storage in micropores; real gas law Gas storage by adsorption on micropore surface 
3 Production profile follows a set decline curves Initial negative decline 
4 Gas content from logs Gas content from cores, can not get gas content from logs 
5 Gas to water ratio decreases with time Gas to water ratio increases with time in later stages 
6 Inorganic reservoir rock Organic reservoir rock 
7 
Hydraulic fracturing may needed to enhance 
production 
Hydraulic fracturing needed to induce production as 
permeability is fracture dependent 
8 Reservoir and source rock independent Reservoir and source rock are same 
9 Permeability is not stress dependent Permeability is highly stress and pore pressure  dependent 
10 Well interference detrimental to production 
Well interference helps in production, must drill multiple 
wells to develop 
Developing Coal Seam Gas 
 
CSG is extracted through wells drilled into coal seams, usually within a depth window of 300 to 800 metres underground. 
When water is pumped out, the gas is released from the surface of the coal, a process called desorption. If the pressure within 
the seam is high, the water and gas may flow to the surface together unaided. Conversely, the water may have to be pumped to 
the surface if the pressure is lower, allowing the gas to flow. When coal seam gas comes to the surface, any water in the gas is 
separated and the gas is compressed and sent by pipeline to market. It is required to install a pump to lift produced water from 
the well sump whilst gas is produced up the tubing-casing annulus. Due to low pressure application Electrical submersible 
pump (ESP) and progressive cavity pump (PCP) are most suitable techniques for artificial lifting in CSG wells. 
 
 
Figure 4: Schematic CSG well completion (Courtesy: BG Group)  
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Artificial lift: Progressive Cavity Pumps 
There are several methods for artificial lift in a CSG well however PC pump is used in BG operated asset. A progressive cavity 
pump is a Positive Displacement Pump and is also known as eccentric screw pump or even just cavity pump. It transfers fluid 
by means of the progress, through the pump, of a sequence of small, fixed shape, discrete cavities, as its rotor is turned. This 
leads to the volumetric flow rate being proportional to the rotation rate (bidirectional) and to low levels of shearing being 
applied to the pumped fluid. Hence these pumps have application in fluid metering and pumping of viscous or shear sensitive 
materials. The cavities taper down toward their ends and overlap with their neighbors, so that, in general, no flow pulsing is 
caused by the arrival of cavities at the outlet, other than that caused by compression of the fluid or pump components. 
 
 
Figure 5: Progressive cavity pump operation and fluid path across it (Source: Wikipedia) 
The pump design consists of a single external threaded helical gear (rotor) that rotates eccentrically inside a double internal 
threaded helical gear (stator) of the same minor diameter and twice the pitch length. 
 
  
Figure 6: Rotor                                                                    Stator 
The displacement of PC pump in addition to being a function of speed is directly proportional to three design constants: 
i. The cross sectional diameter of the rotor 
ii. Its eccentricity (radius of helix) 
iii. The stator pitch 
Performance curve of progressive cavity pump: 
 
The performance curve of progressive cavity pump is a relationship in between the flow capacity and head across the pump at 
different rotational speeds. The details on pump specific parts and internal assembly are mentioned in Appendix-C. 
 
Figure 7: Performance plot for PC pumps 
The reduction in flow capacity at higher heads across the pump is due to slip and is independent on pump speed but dependent 
on fluid viscosity, number of pump stages and sealing efficiency inside the pump. 
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Gas retention in coal beds 
 
Gas content in a CSG reservoirs are due to adsorption of gas on coal surface. The gas adsorption increases with increase in 
pressure. On the basis of reservoir pressure the CSG reservoirs can be classified in following two categories: 
 
Saturated reservoirs: Reservoirs which are saturated with gas content on coal surface. Any reduction in pressure will lead to 
gas desorption from coal surface. 
 
Undersaturated reservoirs: Reservoirs which are undersaturated with gas content on coal surface. It has potential to adsorb 
more gas on coal surface at same reservoir pressure. Any reduction in reservoir pressure will not lead to removal of gas until it 
becomes saturated by lowering the pressure. 
 
Figure 8: Retention of gas on coal surface 
In above figure, undersaturated reservoirs are at higher pressure initially (point-A) and have higher capacity to adsorbed gas. 
Lowering the reservoir pressure (from point A to B) will not lead to release any gas from coal surface. When the reservoir 
pressure reaches the point B (gas saturation line) reservoir will start releasing gas with pressure decline as the gas adsorption 
capacity of the reservoir starts declining. The total amount of gas produced till the abandonment point (point C) will depend on 
the difference in gas content at point B and C. The gas content in coal bed is described by Langmuir isotherm. 
Langmuir Isotherm Equation  
Langmuir isotherm equation is based on the adsorption capacity per unit volume of coal for given pressure conditions. As the 
reservoir temperature remains nearly same this equation was derived for a constant temperature. This is a lab generated values 
with the core data collected from the reservoir. The reduction in gas content with reduced reservoir pressure allows the gas 
adsorbed on the coal surface to come out and get produced at the surface. 
Undersaturated 
reservoirs needs 
dewatering to bring 
to saturation line 
A 
B 
C 
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Figure 9: Langmuir pressure constant 
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= Langmuir volume constant (scf/ton) 
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= Langmuir pressure constant (psia) 
P = Average pressure in coal bed (psia) 
VL : Langmuir volume constant is the maximum adsorption capacity of the coal at infinite pressure. This modifies the height of 
the curve. 
PL : Langmuir pressure constant is the pressure value where the adsorbed gas capacity is exactly the half of Langmuir volume 
constant. This modifies the slope of the curve. 
Business requirement for well performance monitoring in CSG field 
 
CSG field development requires large number of wells to be drilled as productivity of CSG wells is insufficient to meet the 
production requirement. The nature of CSG fields acquired by BG Group is undersaturated so all CSG wells require artificial 
lift to dewater the reservoir to get the gas out of formation (Figure 8). This generates a level of complexity in maintenance and 
operation of CSG wells. As the number of wells in field is very high, the well operation becomes a critical element for 
sustaining the production on desired level. 
To achieve the objective of well surveillance and performance diagnostics a specialized workflow was required to ensure the 
optimum operating envelop for wells. Performance analysis is well established concept for conventional wells however this 
concept was not directly applicable for unconventional wells due to dynamic liquid level in annulus. The requirement of 
performance analysis (nodal analysis) for unconventional wells leads to the development of this workflow. 
 
 
Figure 10: Real field example of typical undersaturated reservoir pressure profile highlighting artificial lift for CSG production 
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Operational challenges with CSG wells 
 
The well operation for CSG field requires a different approach than conventional wells.CSG wells are low cost wells and in 
most cases completed without complex completions. Wells are completed with artificial lifts to dewater reservoir initially to 
reach saturation point and allow gas adsorbed to come out of coal surface. Due to its nature of operation CSG operators 
primarily face following issues during well operation: 
i. Severe slugging due to insufficient gas flow rate in annulus 
ii. Down hole pressure fluctuations reduces well deliverability 
iii. Difficulty in selecting optimum operating conditions for artificial lift 
iv. Inadequate phase separation at well bore 
v. Pressure back out effect in surface network due to slugging 
Proposed workflow for performance monitoring in CSG wells 
 
The objective of well modelling is to predict the common downhole pressure to estimate the well performance and suggest the 
optimum operating condition for well. For designing the well model the inputs including the surface and downhole conditions 
were considered together and following sequence for the workflow. 
 
 
Figure 11: Sequence and location of activities for well performance monitoring in CSG wells 
The well data entry is done in Excel and there it is migrated to multiphase pressure calculation (Pet-Ex software). Finally 
shifting of nodes with nodal analysis along with liquid level calculation is done in Excel.  
Development of a well model for CSG wells 
 
In CSG wells, there is a downhole separation assembly which allows water to flow in tubing and gas in annulus. CSG wells 
are drilled in multiple layers of coal beds and the end of tubing is strategically kept below the coal face to avoid gas entry into 
tubing when progressive cavity pump is operational in the tubing. This arrangement violates the system calculation compared 
to conventional wells as the solution point exists in the annulus section where the gas is approaching from reservoir. This 
phenomenon can be explained with following diagrams which shows the requirement of shifting the solution point to coal face 
from well bottom. In conventional oil / gas wells vertical lift performance (VLP) generated is based on flowing pressure at 
well bottom which is the point of fluid entry from the reservoir so system calculation can be performed at the sand face and the 
results of nodal analysis are flowing pressure at sand face and solution rate from the reservoir. The intersection of VLP with 
1.Record and provide 
tubing and casing 
parameters to the well 
model (Excel) 
2.Select the inflow 
performance curve 
from history matched 
reservoir model 
(Software -A) 
3.Collect the surface 
operating conditions 
(flow rate, pressure, 
temperature etc.) (Field 
data) 
4.Generate the vertical 
lift performance plots 
for a range of well flow 
rate and composition 
(Pet-Ex Software) 
5.Calculate well flow 
rates with well model 
and compare it with 
field rates (Excel) 
6.Estimate the pressure 
at well bottom (Excel) 
7.Calculate dynamic 
liquid level in the 
annulus (Excel) 
8.Compare the output 
with field 
measurements (Excel) 
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reservoir performance i.e. Inflow performance relationship (IPR) will directly give the solution rate from the reservoir. The 
mentioned steps required to perform nodal analysis in CGS wells are not currently available in commercial tools and 
production optimization is difficult in absence of performance analysis of CSG wells.  
 
Figure 12: CSG wells compared with conventional wells for nodal analysis 
In CSG wells nodal analysis is not straightforward and it requires VLP to be shifted at coal face due to following reasons: 
i. Coal face (gas entry) is at different level (shallower) than well bottom 
ii. Pressure at coal face is governed by tubing performance and dynamic water level in the annulus 
iii. Dynamic water level also depends on the extent of gas separation at well bottom and amount of gas rate coming out 
of annulus 
 
Table 3: Comparison of available inputs and required outputs in conventional and coal seam gas well 
 
  Conventional Gas Well Coal Seam Gas Well 
Input Reservoir Pressure Reservoir Pressure 
  Productivity Index Productivity Index 
    Gas to water ratio to estimate gas rate 
  Flowing tubing head pressure Flowing tubing head pressure 
    Flowing casing head pressure 
  Tubing and completion details Tubing and completion details 
Output Liquid Rate Liquid Rate 
    Corresponding gas rate 
  Flowing bottom pressure Flowing bottom pressure 
    Liquid level in the annulus 
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To incorporate these variables in the pressure calculation at coal face it was required to calculate dynamic liquid level in 
annulus and calculate the flowing pressure at coal face at different water rates. This helps in shifting the solution node at coal 
face and finding the solution rate from reservoir for a given surface parameters (Figure: 13). 
 
 
Figure 13: Shifting of VLP from well bottom to coal face to obtain the solution rate 
While obtaining the solution rate at the point of intersection of VLP and IPR at coal face the corresponding liquid level in the 
annulus is calculated with another set of pressure iteration which consists of gas pressure gradient and the liquid pressure 
gradient in the annulus. This approach requires surface casing pressure and corresponding flowing pressure at well bottom. 
The flowing pressure at well bottom was taken from the previous VLP corresponding to the solution rate. The point of 
intersection of these two pressure gradients in the annulus gives the liquid level in the annulus as explained in the following 
figure. 
 
 
Figure 14: Estimating liquid level in annulus 
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Once calibrated with the field data and for the real-time surface parameters such as tubing pressure, casing pressure this tool 
can be used to diagnose the well performance by estimating following parameters: 
i. Solution pressure from nodal analysis at coal face 
ii. Solution water rate from reservoir 
iii. Estimate gas rate ( from gas water ratio profile from reservoir models) 
iv. Flowing pressure at well bottom (from tubing VLP generated at end of tubing)  
v. Liquid level in annulus (gradient intersection) 
IPR for CSG reservoirs 
 
The IPR model for CSG wells are based on gas desorption on lowering the reservoir pressure. Initially all CSG reservoirs are 
significantly filled with water. With removal of water from the coal face the pressure decreases and it allows the adsorbed gas 
to come out of coal face. An isotherm presents the relationship of a coal’s adsorptive capacity for methane as function of 
pressure at a constant temperature. The isotherm is plotted as scf / ton of methane volume adsorbed against reservoir pressure. 
This relationship is important to estimate the methane recovery at a given reservoir pressure and ultimate recovery with 
recovery factor. The instantaneous gas rate from the coal bed can be estimated with the current reservoir pressure and its 
respective positioning on the isotherm. 
At constant temperature the gas content relationship is influenced by coal rank, mineral matter content and bed moisture. 
There is variation of these parameters over the same field so the isotherm can vary for individual wells. The amount of 
methane generated by the in-place coal during maturation is by no means a sure indicator of current gas content of the coal in 
the field. Methane in excess of the adsorptive capacity of the coal would have been dissipated, and the coal may not be 
saturated at current reservoir pressure and temperature. Because of geological events between the time of coal maturation and 
present, current gas content may represent saturation at a pressure lower than current pressure. Due to this reason some 
reservoirs are undersaturated and after dewatering for a period; the reservoir condition comes back on saturated isotherms and 
follow the saturated isotherm on further pressure reduction. 
Modification in reservoir modelling for CSG wells 
It was required to ensure the consistency in the results from different analytical software for reservoir performance. BG felt a 
need to synchronize the outcome from different simulators and accept the most suitable principle for unconventional 
reservoirs. It was also required to develop history match in such software which can generate well IPR at a required instant in 
production history. 
To achieve this, results from a proven software (software –A) was compared with Petroleum experts MBAL and then the 
modifications were suggested in the material balance approach for CSG reservoirs. Few published SPE papers on the same 
subject ware taken into consideration (Seidle, 1999; King and Ertekin, 1995) and modification were proposed in IPR 
generation in analytical model for CSG (Pet-Ex MBAL).The advantage of performing history match in MBAL is the ability to 
generate well IPR at a required instant which was not straightforward in the proven analytical software (software-A). 
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Where, 
m(P) = gas pseudo pressure (psi2/cp) 
P = average reservoir pressure (psia) 
Pwf = bottomhole flowing pressure (psia) 
Qg = gas rate (Mscfd) 
re = external radius of reservoir (ft) 
rw = wellbore radius (ft) 
s = skin 
T = temperature (R) 
h = net pay (ft) 
kg = gas effective permeability (md) which is a function of water saturation, and therefore changes with time and governed by 
King’s material balance equation. 
Water flow in coal bed 
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Where, 
Bw = water formation volume factor (bbl/STB) 
P = average reservoir pressure (psia) 
Pwf = bottomhole flowing pressure (psia) 
Qw = water rate (STB/day) 
re = external radius of reservoir (ft) 
rw = wellbore radius (ft) 
s = skin 
h = net pay (ft) 
kw = water effective permeability (md) 
kw is a function of water saturation, and therefore changes with time and governed by King’s material balance equation. 
w = water viscosity (cp) 
 
The validation was to be carried out by comparing the results from Pet Ex’s MBAL with the results from software-A. The 
attention was given to one case rather than running many sensitivities at a time. Until there is one case that agrees till then 
there is no need to run multiple sensitivities. Srg of zero was chosen to avoid any differences arising because of effects of 
residual gas saturation on the relative permeability. PVT properties were check and confirmed consistent. The material balance 
calculation was compared alone (not IPR calculations) in different simulations with similar data inputs and results were 
compared. 
 
Production profile was taken from the same source well and was provided as production history. History matching was 
performed and reservoir pressure was predicted for cumulative gas produced. The results were found consistent (Figure: 16). 
Finally IPR models were checked and differences were highlighted. The changes in relative permeability was studied and 
proposed to MBAL (Figure: 15). 
Relative Permeability Explanation 
 
The relative permeability curves (Fig: 8) for CSG reservoir, can be explained with following diagrams and nature of fluid 
movement within the reservoir.   
i. When Sw=100%, the pore space is completely filled with water, so only water will flow with krw=1. 
ii. Between Sw=100% and Sw=90%, the gas saturation rises from 0% to 10% but forms bubbles along the pore surfaces 
due to desorption. The gas is immobile, until enough of gas bubbles are present to coalesce and begin to flow (at 
Sw=90% / Sg=10%). However, while the gas bubbles are still immobile, they restrict the area to flow, which is why 
krw decreases. 
iii. When Sw=20%, the water now begins to cling to the pore surface and become immobile. Essentially, this is where 
the plot should end, because Sw will not decrease any lower, and krg will be at its maximum. 
 
  
 
Figure 15: Comparison of relative permeability trends in convention and unconventional reservoirs 
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All steps (outlined in the validation procedure above) were carried out and the results are shown below. 
 
 
Figure 16: Comparison of results from analytical models with modified equations 
The overall conclusion is that the material balance calculations in analytical models are consistent with the results from 
different programs if the inflow performance equations and relative permeability data were used as mentioned earlier. After 
getting the confidence on the outcome on well deliverability; IPR was generated (In prosper) for the specific wells by getting 
the reservoir parameters from history matched well models (software -A). Iteration on reservoir parameters were performed to 
get a best fit match on historical data and reference productivity index (PI) was taken for IPR generation for well modelling. 
The main objective was to develop an analytical well model to generate IPR at any given time of production which was not 
straightforward in software-A. 
Well Performance Analysis for Coal Seam Gas (Well-PAC-Tool) 
 
Well performance analysis for coal seam gas (Well-PAC) tool is an excel based openserver application developed during this 
project which uses existing multiphase nodal analysis software for conventional wells and is applicable for performance 
analysis on CSG wells. This tool is developed on Excel platform and linked to multiple flow models (tubing / annulus flow) 
using openserver commands. Tool was made automated by writing codes in Visual Basic and appropriate charts were 
developed for better visualization to users. The tool consists of following sections which generates the performance plots of 
CSG wells with surface recordings. The user interface of the tool along with VBA codes for individual sections is presented in 
appendix-D. 
Cummulative gas production (mmscf) 
Tank  
Pressure 
 (psig) 
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Figure 17: User Interface of WPAC developed in Excel VBA Application 
Generating a Vertical Lift Performance / Inflow Performance Relationship 
This section generates vertical lift performance in tubing with progressive cavity pump performance. The VLP consists of 
flowing bottom hole pressure at end of tubing (EOT).This section also generates inflow performance relationship with the 
given reservoir parameters (taken from history matched well models). Inflow performance generated was based on flowing 
bottom hole pressure at coal face. Both the curves VLP and IPR are with respect to water flow rate. Finally, VLP and IPR are 
plotted with system results as per conventional nodal analysis. The command of VLP and IPR generation and finding the 
solution point with intersection of these two curves are given from excel spreadsheet and corresponding VBA codes are 
described in Appendix-D. 
Updating VLP with pressure profile in annulus 
The flowing bottom hole pressure in VLP is upstream pressure of the pump at the end of tubing. However for system 
calculation this node has to be shifted to coal face as inflow performance is defined at coal face. In order to achieve this casing 
pressure gradients and liquid level in annulus was considered. The workflow was derived for following two scenarios in 
annulus. 
A) Static fluid gradient in annulus 
In this mode, the static fluid gradients were considered to estimate liquid level based on flowing bottom hole pressure at well 
bottom and casing pressure at surface. The point of intersection of gas and liquid gradients starting from casing pressure and 
flowing bottom hole pressure gives the liquid level. Finally with reference to the liquid level, pressure at coal face was 
calculated. The VBA code to perform this operation is described in Appendix-D. 
B) Flowing fluid gradient in annulus 
In this mode, the flowing fluid gradients were considered to estimate liquid level based on flowing bottom hole pressure and 
casing pressure at surface. The intersection of gas and liquid gradients starting from casing pressure and flowing bottom hole 
pressure gives the liquid level. The flowing gradient also accounts for completion and restriction in flow path. Finally with 
reference to the liquid level, flowing pressure at coal face was calculated at every water rates. The VBA code to perform this 
operation is presented in Appendix-D. 
Finding solution rate at coal face 
Once generating the VLP at coal face; the intersection point of VLP with IPR gives the solution rate of water from reservoir. 
This intersection point gives solution flowing pressure at coal face. The resultant flowing bottom hole pressure at EOT was 
taken from earlier VLP with reference to solution water rate came from nodal analysis. This section can be modified to 
incorporate efficiency of the pump. This also provides and option to incorporate the effects of some amount of water 
production with gas in the annulus however the effect of slug on pressure fluctuation will be difficult to model without 
dynamic models. 
Estimating the fluid level in annulus 
Solving the flowing bottom hole pressure and casing pressure allows to estimate the resultant liquid level in the annulus. 
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Depending on gradient selection (static / flowing), the liquid level is calculated in the annulus. Results are plotted for liquid 
level and fluid gradients in annulus. This demonstrates the true vertical depth of liquid level in annulus. 
Results and discussions 
 
The validation of the developed workflow was carried out with real field data from a BG operated CSG field. Surface data 
along with well flow rate was taken from well test history. Reservoir parameters were taken from the history matched model 
from the well and results from the diagnostic tool were analyzed with the actual well performance. Well related information 
such as completion details, pump performance curves, and perforation depths were made available from the BG operated asset. 
The inputs for model validation along with well performance are presented in the following table: 
Table 4: Input data for sample well 
 
Well Name Case-1 
Well depth 2362 ft 
Tubing OD 2.875 in 
Casing OD 7 in 
FTHP 60 psi 
CHP 283 psi 
FTHT 100 F 
Pump Setting Depth 2362 ft 
Pump Rating 151 blpd / 100 rpm 
Pump Speed 300 rpm 
Maximum head across the pump 1200 m 
Total Rod Length 2296 ft 
Reservoir Pressure 700 psi 
Productivity Index 2 blpd / psi 
Coal Face Depth 2000 ft 
 
Table 5: Comparison of results with field measurements 
 
Comparison-Results 
  
Parameter Model Output Field Measurement 
Well flow rate 365 BLPD 350-370 BLPD 
TVD of liquid level in annulus 1667ft (508m) 1070ft (326 m) 
 
 
The results for well performance were in line with actual well performance. The well flow rate was accurately predicted with 
the tool however the liquid level in annulus was calculated deeper in the tool than its recorded values from field. On 
investigation it was found that liquid level measurement was thesised constant in field data which reflects it was not recorded 
at regular frequently. Also, it was difficult to measure the liquid level with echo meter when the liquid level is below the water 
/ gas entry point from the reservoir due to reflection of sound waves from shallower depths. This highlights the advantage of 
this tool as it can predict the liquid level irrespective to the reservoir fluid entry point in the annulus. 
Limitations and possible alternatives 
Due to the nature of unconventional wells, the nodal analysis approach is not straightforward and hence there are few 
limitations attached with CSG well modelling. 
 
Multi-layered reservoir system: In most cases CSG reservoirs are formed with thin layers of coal seams and the reservoir 
properties (permeability / porosity / adsorption) vary in those layers. Reservoir properties in CSG are function of stress and 
pore pressure so reservoir parameters change with depth and orientation of coal beds. The nodal analysis approach taken for 
well modelling is based on single IPR so a composite IPR is required to be generated. Also the performance analysis is based 
on the depth of node i.e. depth of gas entry and the liquid level calculation is dependent on gas entry point in the annulus. The 
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way forward to overcome such limitation is to generate a composite IPR which can represent the reservoir performance and 
depth of gas entry can be selected either by taking weighted average of respective depth of producing zones or by performing 
few iterations on gas entry depth when other parameters are known for the well. 
 
Pressure drop calculation in the zone of gas separation: Gas is continuously getting separated at well bottom and coming out of 
liquid level in the annulus. This liquid zone is agitated due to gas bubbles being transfered through it so pressure calculation 
with static models becomes a challenging task. However there are some reference technical literatures which consists methods 
of pressure drop calculation in agitated liquid columns. These methods can be used in the workflow provided the extent of 
pressure drop in these zones is high enough to affect analysis results to large extent. 
 
There are few limitations attached with available software application for multiphase pressure calculation, head calculation 
across artificial lift and format of output in existing software applications which is detailed in Appendix-B. 
Conclusions 
 
The result of system analysis performed on a sample well was in line with well performance and the difference in liquid level 
depth was due to measurement limitations and was explained in the result’s analysis. The workflow developed is capable of 
performing system analysis in CSG wells and suggests the most suitable operating points for optimized well performance. This 
analysis helps in selecting the pump operating point for improving lift efficiency as well as maintaining the maximum 
drawdown possible to improve reservoir deliverability. This tool can also be plugged with real time data measurement from 
the field to generate the desired outputs at regular frequency. This workflow can further be upgraded to perform sensitivities to 
check the effects of individual parameters on well performance. The gas rate in annulus can be compared with turner velocity 
to ensure gas flow rate is below the critical gas rate however for low deliverability of CSG wells the gas rate is always less 
than the critical rate required to lift liquids. Any dynamic simulation could help to predict the possibility and extent of 
slugging in annular flow.  
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Nomenclature 
 
 
CBM =  Coal bed Methane 
CSG =  Coal Seam Gas 
LNG =  Liquefied Natural Gas 
VLP =  Vertical lift performance 
IPR =  Inflow performance relation 
V (P) =  Gas content (scf/ton) 
VL =  Langmuir volume constant 
PL =  Langmuir pressure constant
 
P =  Average pressure in coal bed (psia) 
m(P) =  Gas pseudo pressure (psi2/cp) 
Pwf =  Bottomhole flowing pressure (psia) 
Qg =  Gas rate (Mscfd) 
re =  External radius of reservoir (ft) 
rw =  Wellbore radius (ft) 
s =  Skin 
T =  Temperature (R) 
h =  Net pay (ft) 
kg =  Gas effective permeability (md) 
kw =  Water effective permeability (md) 
w  
=  Water viscosity (cp) 
MBAL =  Analytical material balance simulator from Pet Ex 
FAST CSG =  Analytical simulator for CSG reservoir from Fekete 
Sw =  Saturation of water 
Sg =  Saturation of gas 
Srg =  Irreducible saturation of gas 
Srw =  Irreducible saturation of water 
Well-PAC =  Well Performance Analysis for CSG 
EOT =  End of tubing 
PCP =  Progressive cavity pump 
RCSCL =  Rotor cross section centerline 
RCL =  Rotor centerline 
SCL =  Stator centerline 
RD =  Rotor diameter 
RE =  Rotor eccentricity 
CSCL =  Cross section centerline 
PS =  Stator Pitch 
PR =  Rotor Pitch 
FTHP =  Flowing tubing head pressure 
CHP =  Casing head pressure 
FTHT =  Flowing tubing head temperature 
PI =  Productivity Index 
OD =  Outer diameter 
ID =  Inner diameter 
WGR =  Water Gas Ratio 
Software-A =  A proven industry software for analytical history match for CSG wells 
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Appendices: 
 
Appendix-A: Critical Literature review 
Table 6: Critical Literature Review 
This section covers the list of literatures were used during the course of the project. It covers author’s name, literature title and 
contents, year of publication and extent of usage in project.  
 
 
SPE 113324 (2008) 
 
Design of Progressive cavity pumps 
 
Authors: Desheng Zhou;Hong Yuan 
 
Contribution to the well modelling approach for CSG wells: 
This paper introduces the pressure calculation technique across the progressive cavity pumps. The paper deals with nodal 
analysis approach in artificially lifted PC pump wells. How pressure head across the pump is dependent on pump speed and 
fluid flow rates. It also describes the modelling approach for such pumps and its validation with field data. 
  
Objective of the paper: 
PC pump is very common in CSG wells for initial dewatering of CSG wells. The performance of PC pump describes the 
efficiency of well performance and plays an important part in well production. This paper helps in understanding PC pump 
operation, its governing parameters and production improvement by PC pump optimization. 
 
Methodology used: 
SPE 
Paper no Year Title Authors Contribution 
80900 2003 Coal Bed Methane Production 
David A. Simpson 
James F. Lea 
J.C. Cox 
CSG wells require artificial lift methods to lift significant amount 
of water in initial production period. This paper deals with 
several lift methods its advantages and limitations over the 
course of production.  
504083  
Flowing Bottomhole Pressure 
Calculation for a Pumped Well 
under Multiphase Flow 
Bikbulatov S.,  
Khasanov M.,  
Zagurenko A. 
This paper proposes a flowing bottomhole pressure calculation 
procedure from fluid level measurements. The model is 
developed from experimental work and from theoretical 
arguments. 
29575 1995 
State of the art modelling for 
Unconventional Gas Recovery,Part-
2:Recent Developments(1989-1994) 
Gregory R. King  
Turgay Ertekin 
This paper presents comparison in mathematical approach for 
different models developed for methane production from coal 
beds. Assumptions and limitations were discussed to help in 
selection of model for specific usage. 
113324 2008 Design of progressive cavity pumps 
Desheng Zhou 
Hong Yuan 
System performance of PC pumps, using nodal analysis this 
paper presents algorithms and procedures to design pump 
rotational speed and production rates from well inflow and 
outflow performances. Correction due to viscosity of fluid on 
pump performance charts. 
55605 1999 
A modified p/Z method for Coal 
wells 
John P. Seidle 
Mathematical development of modified method, application of 
conventional and modified methods and comparison of results 
with actual production trend. 
Book 2004 
Principle and practices, Second 
addition-Halliburton 
 
Rudy Rogers, 
Muthukumarappan 
Ramurthy, Gary 
Rodvelt, Mike Mullen 
This book contents information related to well operating 
practices, reservoir description and elements of production 
improvements in CSG wells. 
 
Manual - 
User manual in FAST Fekete’s 
CBM software 
 
- 
This manual contributed in understanding the procedures to 
generate well inflow performance relationship from history 
match well models. 
 
Report 2007 
Facing the Hard Truths about 
Energy 
Stephen A.Holditch, 
Kent Perry,  
John Lee 
The report covers facts and figures about energy resources. 
This document deals with overall estimation of different forms 
of energy world over and predicts the production profiles for 
various scenarios. 
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Pressure calculation based on the hydraulic head, slip and efficiency of the pump. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Vertical lift performance of CSG well is dependent on PC pump performance. 
2. Pressure across PC pump is dependent on pump specification and fluid type. 
3. Pump efficiency has to be validated with field data. 
 
Comments: 
This paper provides the technical background to model PC pump and its calibration with field recorded data. 
 
SPE 504083  
 
Flowing bottom hole pressure calculation for a pumped well under multiphase flow 
 
Authors: Bikbulatov S., Khasanov M., Zagurenko A. 
 
Contribution to the well modelling approach for CSG wells: 
This paper introduces the pressure calculation technique across multiphase fluid section in the annulus. The paper deals with 
pressure calculation approach in CSG wells. This work proposes the flowing bottom hole pressure calculation when liquid 
level is known in a well. 
  
Objective of the paper: 
A liquid level is maintained while initial dewatering of CSG wells. The height of liquid level in the annulus affects the well 
drawdown and hence is an important aspect for well production. The paper helps in understanding the effect of liquid level and 
gas rate on pressure drop in annulus.  
 
Methodology used: 
Flow regime prediction on the basis of gas flow rate in the annulus. Slip velocity calculations on the basis of completion size 
and fluid density.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Bottom hole pressure is dependent on completion size. 
2. Flowing pressure is also dependent on fluid density and volume fraction. 
3. Liquid level can be used for pressure calculation only when it is measured accurately. 
 
Comments: 
This paper provides the technical background for multiphase phase pressure calculation in CSG wells when liquid height is 
measured in the annulus. 
 
 
SPE 80900 (2003) 
 
Coal Bed Methane Production 
 
Authors: David A. Simpson; James F. Lea; J. C. Cox 
 
Contribution to the well modelling approach for CSG wells: 
This paper describes the coal bed methane well operations, its production life cycle, different artificial lift methods and 
important aspects affecting efficiency of wells. 
  
Objective of the paper: 
This paper includes the various important aspects which need to be understood to maintain higher efficiency of coal seam gas 
wells. CSG wells are very low pressure wells and require artificial lift to maintain the flow. It is required to maintain a net 
positive suction head to improve lift efficiency whereas it is required to maintain minimum pressure at well bottom to get more 
gas production from the reservoir.  
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Methodology used: 
Comparison of artificial lift performance among various techniques. Effect of bottom hole pressure on well performance. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Vertical lift performance of CSG well is dependent on artificial lift performance. 
2. Selection of artificial lift is based on several parameters. 
3. Well production is dependent on both tubing pressure profile and corresponding pressure in annulus. 
 
Comments: 
This paper details several artificial lift methods, corresponding pressure profiles in tubing annulus and its effect on well 
production. 
 
SPE 29575 (1995) 
 
State of the art modelling for unconventional gas recovery 
 
Authors: Gregory R. King; Turgay Ertekin 
 
Contribution to the well modelling approach for CSG wells: 
This paper helps in understanding the reservoir modelling for CSG wells. It discusses the limitation attached with CSG wells 
and helps in selecting the inflow performance parameters from the history matched models of individual wells. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
This paper compares several mathematical models for coal seam gas production. The paper describes the modified p/Z 
approach for coal seam gas. 
 
Methodology used: 
Comparison of assumptions, features and limitations with mathematical models. 
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. CSG history matched is performed with p/Z method. 
2. History matching is done on known flowing bottom hole pressure which can be crosschecked with liquid level 
measurement in wells. 
3. History match model can provide relevant parameters to generate inflow performance of wells. 
 
Comments: 
This paper helps in understanding modelling approach followed in unconventional reservoir and the process of estimating well 
deliverability at a given point in production history. 
 
SPE 55605 (1999) 
 
A modified p/Z method for Coal wells 
 
Author: John P. Seidle 
 
Contribution to the well modelling approach for CSG wells: 
This paper helps in understanding the reservoir modelling for CSG wells. It discusses the limitation attached with p/Z method. 
How material balance can be modified for undersaturated reservoirs. 
 
Objective of the paper: 
Mathematical development of modified method, application of conventional and modified methods and comparison of results 
with actual production trend. 
 
Methodology used: 
Material balance technique for unconventional reservoirs. 
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Conclusion reached: 
1. P* method developed for coal seam gas is applicable for saturated reservoir. 
2. Undersaturated reservoir can be modeled with p* method with slight modification in data. 
 
Comments: 
This paper helps in understanding history matching methods in CSG wells and highlights the need of data modification for 
undersaturated reservoirs. Undersaturated reservoir data can be used to estimate water content and gas in place with material 
balance on specific data set. 
Book: Coal Bed Methane (1994) 
 
Principle and practices, Second addition-Halliburton 
 
Authors: Rudy Rogers, Muthukumarappan Ramurthy, Gary Rodvelt, Mike Mullen 
 
Contribution to the well modelling approach for CSG wells: 
This book contents information related to well operating practices, reservoir description and elements of production 
improvements in CSG wells. 
 
Objective of the book: 
This book is very helpful in understanding the coal seam gas behaviour, how unconventional gas field development is different 
from conventional field development. 
 
Methodology used: 
Comparison of practices from different fields and principles in coal seam gas. Effect of various elements on well performance.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Unconventional gas field development requires a different approach than conventional. 
2. Effect of gas adsorption on well performance. 
3. Gas movement in reservoir with pressure decline. 
4. Methods to understand the well and reservoir performance in coal seam gas. 
 
Comments: 
This book helps to understand coal seam gas well and practices involved in field development. This also covers relevant 
information on gas movement in reservoir, extent of recovery, production profiles, artificial lift selection and methods of 
improving efficiency. 
 
Reference Manual: Fekete’s FAST CBM  
 
User manual in FAST Fekete’s CBM software 
 
Authors: Fekete 
 
Contribution to the well modelling approach for CSG wells: 
This manual contributed in understanding the procedures to generate well inflow performance relationship from history match 
well models. 
 
Objective of the manual: 
This manual describes the principles of estimation well deliverability in unconventional gas fields.  
 
Methodology used: 
p/Z method, relative permeability, stress based saturation, psuedopressure equation for gas flow.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Relative permeability profiles differ in coal beds (see figure: 10). 
2. Saturation of water depends on reservoir pressure. 
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3. Material balance technique is modified for coal seam gas. 
Comments: 
This manual helps in understanding the IPR equations, material balance approach and history matching fundamentals for coal 
seam gas. This also highlights some limitations attached with history based models such as no provision for undersaturated 
reservoir, no defined limits on reservoir parameters (k, skin, drainage area). 
Report: Facing the Hard Truths about Energy (2007) 
 
Unconventional Gas Reservoirs-Tight Gas, Coal Seams, and Shales 
 
Source: Working document of the NPC Global Oil and Gas Study, Topic Paper-29 
 
Contribution to this project: 
This report covers the unconventional energy resources worldwide. It also covers the expected production from different 
sources in various scenarios in terms of technology and development. 
 
Objective of the report: 
The objective of this report was to give an idea to energy community about the prospects in unconventional gas and create 
awareness about the potential scope of such reservoirs. 
 
Methodology used: 
Details of gas content, difficulties in explorations, economic limits and proposed ways of future developments.  
 
Conclusion reached: 
1. Unconventional gas has a huge energy potential. 
2. Approach for exploration/production is different than conventional. 
3. Economics plays a very important role. 
4. Technology impacts are higher on unconventional gas recovery in coming years. 
 
Comments: 
This book helps to understand coal seam gas well and practices involved in field development. This also covers relevant 
information on gas movement in reservoir, extent of recovery, production profiles, artificial lift selection and methods of 
improving efficiency. 
 
Appendix-B: Limitations and recommendations for multiphase pressure calculation within tubing and annulus in 
Prosper (Pet-Ex application) 
 
1. PC Pump Design 
Prosper uses differential pressure calculation across pump for a given rpm corresponding to different flow rates. As per 
reference speed and reference flow rate provided it activates the pump for very narrow band of water flow rate. The PC pump 
data base also requires some gradient in head and flow rate. This will allow prosper to interpolate flow rates at corresponding 
heads across the pump. The same rating of the pump will have different flow rates and pressure differential depending on the 
fluid compressibility in the system. 
Based on my finding during VLP generation for PC pump well it was found that a bug exists in Prosper and which can be 
identified and removed with software developers. Due to existing bug the model generates a small hump over a water flow 
range. 
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Figure 18: Intake and outlet pressure at PC pump 
The information existing in Prosper for PC pump data base usage is very limited and no standard performance charts are made 
available due to pump manufacture’s restrictions. 
 
Recommendation: Request performance charts from pump manufacturers. Use reference speed and reference flow rate at 
designed head. Add some more data points by changing the head and corresponding flow rate at same rpm. 
 
2. Generating VLP for a higher range of water rate 
PC pump performance is applicable only for short band of flow rate at selected rpm so the VLP is mostly applicable for shorter 
water flow rate. System can generate VLP curve for higher water rate however it is not feasible to lift water more than 
designed rate of the pump at a given rpm. It is recommended to use the VLP for the permissible range of water rate (as 
mentioned in performance charts). 
Recommendation: Generate the VLP for broader range and use the reference flow rate region for calculation. Flow rate can 
be modified which generating the VLP to get a smooth VLP profile. 
 
3. Pressure calculation for very low gas rate in annulus 
During the well modelling I encountered issues during the pressure calculation in annulus. The model predicts very high 
pressure for lower gas rates at minimal water gas ratio. The pressure calculation in Prosper is based on mass conversation so 
amount of water coming in the annulus will be amount of water going out of annulus however during the course of static 
calculation at lower flow rates the model assumes continuous liquid film inside the annulus. This will lead to fluid 
accumulation in the annulus which will give rise to liquid head and results in very high pressure differential. 
 
This can be explained with following figure. For lower gas rate with zero WGR the pressure calculation gives good results 
(Series 1). With slight increase in WGR at lower gas rate the pressure differential increases (Series 2). The model predicts the 
water accumulation in the tubing due to insufficient gas rate to lift water to the top. At similar WGR if gas rate increases it will 
reduce the pressure differential as it assumes that water is getting carried over with gas and less amount of water resides in 
annulus as static liquid column. 
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Figure 19: Pressure in annulus for a range of gas rate and WGR 
 
Recommendation: In reality it is not advisable to assume zero water gas ratios however for modelling gas flow in annulus it 
can be assumed that WGR is zero to avoid additional pressure drop due to water loading.  
 
4. Pressure calculation in liquid level with gas bubbles 
This option is not available in the existing version of Prosper however this will be taken care in the upcoming version of 
Prosper. The method selected in BGA is based on a constant pressure gradient for liquid level which can be selected 
considering the gas content in liquid. This method was accepted for pressure calculation in absence of sophisticated methods. 
Recommendation: The pressure gradient selected for liquid level can be validated using an annular model with water flow 
and gas lift injection at a point. This will validate the representative pressure gradient to use in the model. 
 
5. Prosper modifies IPR than VLP 
One of the limitation with system analysis in prosper is that it modifies IPR rather than VLP with pump performance. The 
differential pressure is added to IPR rather than subtracting it from VLP. This method holds good if the reservoir fluid entry 
point is just below the pump suction. In PC pump operated wells the pump depth is chosen below the reservoir fluid entry 
point to maintain a certain level of liquid in the annulus. The modification of IPR limits the analysis to account for liquid level 
in the annulus. 
Recommendation: In WDT the VLP and IPR are taken from Prosper model along with differential pressure across the pump. 
The VLP is modified with differential pressure across the pump. The VLP was further modified with dynamic liquid level in 
annulus. This way the system analysis can be performed at coal face to get accurate rate from reservoir.  
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Appendix-C: Progressive Cavity Pump 
 
PC pumps are special type of rotary positive displacement pumps. PC pumps were first introduced in 1970 for petroleum 
engineering applications as artificial lift method and became popular for lifting applications due to its salient advantages. In a 
PCP, the flow through the pump is almost axial, while in other rotary pumps, pumping fluid is forced to travel 
circumferentially. This provides a unique flow pattern and low flow velocity which reduced fluid agitation and churning and 
therefore reduces fluid emulsion and solid erosion. PC pump is best suitable for CSG field applications due to its lower 
investment, broader application, less maintenance and high efficiency compared with other artificial lift methods. In CSG the 
artificial lift is required to lift the water from downhole and PC pump is more suitable than gas lift as gas lift has better 
efficiency with fluids having higher gas solubility. 
 
Figure 20: Rotor: provides access to fluid with its continuous rotation 
 
 
Figure 21: Stator: Static housing which guides fluid flow caused by rotor movement 
 
Figure 22: Cavity created by the rotor movement inside the stator. 
 
 
Figure 23: End view of rotor turning in stator as the rotor completes one revolution 
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As the single external threaded helical rotor rotates; the rotor and stator from a series of sealed cavities, 180 degrees apart, that 
progress from the suction to the discharge end of the pump. As one cavity diminishes, the opposing cavity increases at the 
same rate, which keeps the fluid moving at a fixed flow rate that is directly proportional to the rotational speed, resulting in a 
pulsation less positive displacement flow. The total cross sectional area of the cavities remains the same regardless of the 
position of the rotor in the stator. 
 
 
Figure 24: Cross section of the pump showing eccentricity of rotor 
Where: 
RCSCL: Rotor cross section centerline 
RCL: Rotor centerline 
SCL: Stator centerline 
RD:  Rotor diameter 
RE:  Rotor eccentricity 
CSCL: Cross section centerline 
 
Figure 25: Rotor and stator pitch 
Where: 
PR: Stator Pitch 
PR: Rotor Pitch 
All PC pumps experience slippage between the suction and the discharge ends. The amount of slip is determined by the 
pressure and is independent of speed. Three factors that will affect the amount of slip within a PC pump due to pressure are: 
i. Number of seal lines / stages 
ii. The viscosity of fluid being pumped 
iii. Compression fit between the rotor and stator 
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Appendix-D: Objective and computer codes used in Well-PAC tool’s workflows  
 
 
Figure 26: User interface of WPAC tool 
Running multiphase pressure calculation to generate VLP-IPR 
Objective: To run Prosper well model and generate vertical lift performance and inflow performance relation. In progressive 
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cavity pump model, prosper generates vertical lift performance with out pressure differential across PC pump however it 
changes IPR with differential pressure across pump. This work flow takes out the pump pressure differential from IPR and 
uses pressure drop across pump for VLP calculation. The objective of this step is to keep IPR to be used at gas entry point in 
the annulus. Finally this workflow transfers all calculated values from well model to excel tool and plot these two curves in 
excel to provide better visualisation. The work sequence was summaried in the following flow chart: 
 
 
Codes: 
 
Sub RunProsperCases() 
 
'Dimension all variables here... 
Dim WorkingDirectory As String, WellModel As String 
Dim MaxNoOfInputs As Long, MaxNoOfCompletions As Long, MaxNoOfDevSurvs As Long, MaxNoOfGeoGrads As Long, 
MaxNoOfOutputs As Long 
Dim InputDescriptions() As String, InputProsperTags() As String, InputData() As Variant 
Dim OutputProsperTags() As String, OutputData() As Variant 
Dim CompletionNames() As Variant, Completions() As Variant, CompletionIndex As Integer 
Dim DevSurvNames() As Variant, DevSurvs() As Variant, DevSurvIndex As Integer 
Dim GeoGradNames() As Variant, GeoGrads() As Variant, GeoGradIndex As Integer 
Dim nCase As Long, nInput As Long, nOutput As Long, ResOffset As Long, n As Long 
Dim CurCell As Range, ModelIsVariable As Boolean, ModelVariableIndex As Long 
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Dim VlpIprMode As String, VlpIprIndex As Long, VlpIprCell As Range, nRate As Long, CaseNumber As Long 
Dim IsPumpModel As Boolean, PumpSucPres As Double, PumpDisPres As Double, VLPPres As Double, IPRPres As Double 
Dim FluidTypeIndex As Integer, FluidType As String 
 
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
Call UnProtectAll 
Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
'Set the sizes of the arrays... 
MaxNoOfInputs = Sheets("Main").Range("OutputStart").Column - Sheets("Main").Range("InputStart").Column - 1 
MaxNoOfCompletions = 10 
MaxNoOfDevSurvs = 10 
MaxNoOfGeoGrads = 10 
MaxNoOfOutputs = Sheets("Main").Range("OutputEnd").Column - Sheets("Main").Range("OutputStart").Column - 1 
ReDim InputData(1 To MaxNoOfInputs) As Variant 
ReDim OutputData(1 To MaxNoOfOutputs) As Variant 
ModelIsVariable = False 
VlpIprMode = "SolPointOnly" 
 
'Read All Input Data 
Call ReadAllData(MaxNoOfInputs, MaxNoOfCompletions, MaxNoOfDevSurvs, MaxNoOfGeoGrads, MaxNoOfOutputs, _ 
                WorkingDirectory, WellModel, _ 
                InputDescriptions(), InputProsperTags(), OutputProsperTags(), _ 
                CompletionNames(), Completions(), _ 
                DevSurvNames(), DevSurvs(), _ 
                GeoGradNames(), GeoGrads()) 
 
For nInput = 1 To MaxNoOfInputs 
    If InputDescriptions(nInput) = "PROSPER Model" Then 
        ModelIsVariable = True 
        ModelVariableIndex = nInput 
        Exit For 
    End If 
Next nInput 
 
'Open Prosper 
Connect 
Call OSOpenFile(WorkingDirectory & WellModel, "PROSPER") 
 
 
' To select Case 1 in Main sheet-updated July 4 
'Sheets("Main").Activate 
'Sheets("Main").Range("D12").Select 
 
'Start from the first cell selected 
'Set CurCell = ActiveCell.Offset(0, 0) 
Set CurCell = Sheets("Main").Range("D12") 
If CurCell.Column <> Sheets("Main").Range("InputStart").Column Then 
    MsgBox ("Wrong column selected") 
    End 
End If 
 
nCase = 0 
While IsEmpty(CurCell.Offset(0, 1)) = False 
    
    CaseNumber = CurCell.Offset(0, -1) 
    If CaseNumber <= 100 Then 
        Set VlpIprCell = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Range("IPR_TLCR").Offset(2, 2 * CaseNumber - 1) 
        VlpIprCell.Range("A1:B20").ClearContents 
        Set VlpIprCell = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Range("VLP_TLCR").Offset(2, 2 * CaseNumber - 1) 
        VlpIprCell.Range("A1:B20").ClearContents 
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    End If 
    nCase = nCase + 1 
    For nInput = 1 To MaxNoOfInputs 
        InputData(nInput) = CurCell.Offset(0, nInput) 
    Next nInput 
    If ModelIsVariable = True Then 
        If Right(InputData(ModelVariableIndex), 4) Like ".OUT" = False Then InputData(ModelVariableIndex) = 
InputData(ModelVariableIndex) & ".OUT" 
        Call OSOpenFile(WorkingDirectory & InputData(ModelVariableIndex), "PROSPER") 
    End If 
    FluidTypeIndex = DoGet("PROSPER.Sin.Sum.Fluid") 
    If FluidTypeIndex = 0 Then 
        FluidType = "Oil" 
    Else 
        FluidType = "Gas" 
    End If 
    'Set up the "System Analysis" calculation to do what we want and zap sensitivities 
    Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.RateMethod", 0) 
    Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Var1", 22) 
    Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Var2", 0) 
    Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Var3", 0) 
    For n = 0 To 9 
        Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Val1[" & n & "]", "") 
        Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Val2[" & n & "]", "") 
        Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Val3[" & n & "]", "") 
    Next n 
    For nInput = 1 To MaxNoOfInputs 
        If InputDescriptions(nInput) <> "NONE" And InputData(nInput) <> "" Then 
            If InputDescriptions(nInput) = "Completion" Then 
                Call SetCompletion(MaxNoOfCompletions, InputData, nInput, CompletionNames, Completions) 
            ElseIf InputDescriptions(nInput) = "Deviation Survey" Then 
                Call SetDevSurv(MaxNoOfDevSurvs, InputData, nInput, DevSurvNames, DevSurvs) 
            ElseIf InputDescriptions(nInput) = "Geothermal Gradient" Then 
                Call SetGeoGrad(MaxNoOfGeoGrads, InputData, nInput, GeoGradNames, GeoGrads) 
            ElseIf InputDescriptions(nInput) = "PROSPER Model" Then 
                'Do nothing because we already did it 
            ElseIf InputDescriptions(nInput) = "VLP/IPR Mode" Then 
                VlpIprMode = InputData(nInput) 
                If VlpIprMode <> "SolPointOnly" And VlpIprMode <> "VLP" And VlpIprMode <> "IPR" And VlpIprMode <> 
"VLP/IPR" Then 
                    MsgBox ("Invalid 'VLP/IPR Mode' :" & VlpIprMode & " valid values are 'SolPointOnly', 'VLP', 'IPR' or 
'VLP/IPR'") 
                    End 
                End If 
            Else 
                Call DoSet(InputProsperTags(nInput), InputData(nInput)) 
            End If 
        End If 
    Next nInput 
    'Calculate the IPR 
    DoSlowCmd ("PROSPER.IPR.CALC") 
    'Run PROSPER 
    DoSlowCmd ("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.CALC") 
    'Get OutputData 
    For nOutput = 1 To MaxNoOfOutputs 
        If OutputProsperTags(nOutput) = "N/A" Or OutputProsperTags(nOutput) = "" Then 
            OutputData(nOutput) = "" 
        Else 
            OutputData(nOutput) = DoGet(OutputProsperTags(nOutput)) 
        End If 
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    Next nOutput 
    ResOffset = Sheets("Main").Range("OutputStart").Column - CurCell.Column 
    For nOutput = 1 To MaxNoOfOutputs 
        CurCell.Offset(0, ResOffset + nOutput) = OutputData(nOutput) 
    Next nOutput 
     
    'Do the VLP/IPR's if necessary 
    If VlpIprMode <> "SolPointOnly" Then 
        VlpIprIndex = CurCell.Offset(0, -1) 
        If VlpIprIndex > 100 Then 
            MsgBox ("VLP/IPR curves can only be generated for the first 100 cases") 
        Else 
            'Set up the "System Analysis" calculation to do what we want and zap sensitivities 
            If VlpIprMode = "IPR" Or VlpIprMode = "VLP/IPR" Then 
                Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.RateMethod", 0) 
            Else 
                Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.RateMethod", 1) 
                Set VlpIprCell = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Range("Rates_TLCR") 
                For nRate = 1 To 20 
                    Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Rates[" & nRate - 1 & "]", VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate + 1, 1)) 
                Next nRate 
            End If 
            Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Var1", 22) 
            Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Var2", 0) 
            Call DoSet("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.Sens.Vars.Var3", 0) 
            'Calculate the IPR 
            DoSlowCmd ("PROSPER.IPR.CALC") 
            'Run PROSPER 
            DoSlowCmd ("PROSPER.ANL.SYS.CALC") 
            'Get the results out 
            If VlpIprMode = "IPR" Or VlpIprMode = "VLP/IPR" Then 
                Set VlpIprCell = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Range("IPR_TLCR").Offset(1, 2 * VlpIprIndex - 1) 
                If FluidType = "Oil" Then 
                    For nRate = 1 To 20 
                      VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate, 0) = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].LIQRATE[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                       VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate, 1) = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].IPRPRES[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                    'Addition 
                    Sheets("2").Cells(nRate + 1, 1).Value = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.Results[0][0][0].PIP[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                    Sheets("2").Cells(nRate + 1, 2).Value = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.Results[0][0][0].PDP[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                     
                    Next nRate 
                ElseIf FluidType = "Gas" Then 
                    For nRate = 1 To 20 
                    VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate, 0) = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].GASRATE[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                      VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate, 1) = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].IPRPRES[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                    Next nRate 
                End If 
                 
            End If 
            If VlpIprMode = "VLP" Or VlpIprMode = "VLP/IPR" Then 
                Set VlpIprCell = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Range("VLP_TLCR").Offset(1, 2 * VlpIprIndex - 1) 
                IsPumpModel = False 
                If DoGet("PROSPER.SIN.SUM.LiftMethod") = 2 Or DoGet("PROSPER.SIN.SUM.LiftMethod") = 3 Or 
DoGet("PROSPER.SIN.SUM.LiftMethod") = 4 Or DoGet("PROSPER.SIN.SUM.LiftMethod") = 7 Or 
DoGet("PROSPER.SIN.SUM.LiftMethod") = 8 Then IsPumpModel = True 
                For nRate = 1 To 20 
                    If FluidType = "Oil" Then 
                     VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate, 0) = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].LIQRATE[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                    ElseIf FluidType = "Gas" Then 
                    VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate, 0) = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].GASRATE[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
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                    End If 
                    If IsPumpModel = False Then 
                      VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate, 1) = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].VLPPRES[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                    Else 
                        PumpDisPres = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].PDP[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                        IPRPres = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].IPRPRES[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                        VLPPres = DoGet("PROSPER.OUT.SYS.RESULTS[0][0][0].VLPPRES[" & nRate - 1 & "]") 
                        VlpIprCell.Offset(nRate, 1) = VLPPres - PumpDisPres + IPRPres 
                    End If 
                Next nRate 
            End If 
        End If 
    End If 
     
    Set CurCell = CurCell.Offset(1, 0) 
    'CurCell.Select 
    'ActiveWorkbook.Save 
Wend 
 
Disconnect 
Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
Call ProtectAll 
Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
ActiveWorkbook.Save 
 
MsgBox ("Finished") 
 
End Sub 
 
Finding intersection point of two curves for system analysis results 
 
Objective: This workflow calculates the point of intersection of two given curves. This is essential to get the solution point of 
VLP and IPR. 
 
Codes: 
 
Function FindIntersection(CurveA_Xvals As Range, CurveA_Yvals As Range, _ 
                        CurveB_Xvals As Range, CurveB_Yvals As Range, _ 
                        XorY As String) As Variant 
 
Dim CurveA() As Variant, CurveAxTmp() As Variant, CurveAyTmp() As Variant 
Dim CurveB() As Variant, CurveBxTmp() As Variant, CurveByTmp() As Variant 
Dim ABSolnArray(1 To 5, 1 To 2) As Double 
Dim NoOfPointsInA As Integer 
Dim NoOfPointsInB As Integer 
Dim MA As Double, CA As Double, MB As Double, CB As Double, XSoln As Double, YSoln As Double 
 
Dim ab As Integer, abMax As Integer, Xmax As Double, n As Integer, k As Integer 
Dim ErrorMessage As String 
Dim InterX As Variant, InterY As Variant 
 
CurveAxTmp() = CurveA_Xvals 
CurveAyTmp() = CurveA_Yvals 
CurveBxTmp() = CurveB_Xvals 
CurveByTmp() = CurveB_Yvals 
 
If UBound(CurveAxTmp, 1) <> UBound(CurveAyTmp, 1) Or UBound(CurveBxTmp, 1) <> UBound(CurveByTmp, 1) Then 
    FindIntersection = "Array Mismatch" 
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    GoTo EndFunc 
End If 
 
k = 0 
For n = 1 To UBound(CurveAxTmp, 1) 
    If IsNumeric(CurveAxTmp(n, 1)) = True And IsNumeric(CurveAyTmp(n, 1)) = True Then 
        k = k + 1 
    End If 
Next n 
If k = 0 Then 
    FindIntersection = "No Valid Data In Curve A" 
    GoTo EndFunc 
End If 
ReDim CurveA(1 To k, 1 To 2) 
 
k = 0 
For n = 1 To UBound(CurveBxTmp, 1) 
    If IsNumeric(CurveBxTmp(n, 1)) = True And IsNumeric(CurveByTmp(n, 1)) = True Then 
        k = k + 1 
    End If 
Next n 
If k = 0 Then 
    FindIntersection = "No Valid Data In Curve A" 
    GoTo EndFunc 
End If 
ReDim CurveB(1 To k, 1 To 2) 
 
k = 0 
For n = 1 To UBound(CurveAxTmp, 1) 
    If IsNumeric(CurveAxTmp(n, 1)) = True And IsNumeric(CurveAyTmp(n, 1)) = True Then 
        k = k + 1 
        CurveA(k, 1) = CurveAxTmp(n, 1) 
        CurveA(k, 2) = CurveAyTmp(n, 1) 
    End If 
Next n 
 
k = 0 
For n = 1 To UBound(CurveBxTmp, 1) 
    If IsNumeric(CurveBxTmp(n, 1)) = True And IsNumeric(CurveByTmp(n, 1)) = True Then 
        k = k + 1 
        CurveB(k, 1) = CurveBxTmp(n, 1) 
        CurveB(k, 2) = CurveByTmp(n, 1) 
    End If 
Next n 
 
NoOfPointsInA = UBound(CurveA, 1) 
NoOfPointsInB = UBound(CurveB, 1) 
 
ab = 0 
For n = 1 To NoOfPointsInA - 1 
    Call FindMandC(CDbl(CurveA(n, 1)), CDbl(CurveA(n, 2)), CDbl(CurveA(n + 1, 1)), CDbl(CurveA(n + 1, 2)), MA, CA) 
    For k = 1 To NoOfPointsInB - 1 
        Call FindMandC(CDbl(CurveB(k, 1)), CDbl(CurveB(k, 2)), CDbl(CurveB(k + 1, 1)), CDbl(CurveB(k + 1, 2)), MB, CB) 
        If MA <> MB Then 
            XSoln = (CB - CA) / (MA - MB) 
            If XSoln > CDbl(CurveA(n, 1)) And XSoln < CDbl(CurveA(n + 1, 1)) Then 
                If XSoln > CDbl(CurveB(k, 1)) And XSoln < CDbl(CurveB(k + 1, 1)) Then 
                    ab = ab + 1 
                    ABSolnArray(ab, 1) = XSoln 
                    YSoln = MB * XSoln + CB 
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                    ABSolnArray(ab, 2) = YSoln 
                End If 
            End If 
        End If 
    Next k 
Next n 
 
If ab = 0 Then 
    InterX = "No Soln" 
    InterY = "No Soln" 
Else 
    abMax = UBound(ABSolnArray, 1) 
    Xmax = -1E+30 
    For n = 1 To abMax 
        If ABSolnArray(n, 1) > Xmax Then 
            Xmax = ABSolnArray(n, 1) 
            ab = n 
        End If 
    Next n 
    InterX = ABSolnArray(ab, 1) 
    InterY = ABSolnArray(ab, 2) 
End If 
If XorY = "X" Then 
    FindIntersection = InterX 
ElseIf XorY = "Y" Then 
    FindIntersection = InterY 
Else 
    FindIntersection = "Invalid X or Y" 
End If 
EndFunc: 
End Function 
Sub FindMandC(x1 As Double, y1 As Double, x2 As Double, y2 As Double, m As Double, C As Double) 
    Dim dX As Double 
    If x1 = x2 Then 
        'MsgBox ("oooops") 
    Else 
        dX = x1 - x2 
    End If 
    m = (y1 - y2) / dX 
    C = y2 - m * x2 
End Sub 
 
Modification of Vertical Lift performance with static gas gradient in annulus 
 
Objective: This workflow shifts the VLP from the EOT to the gas entry point considering the static gradients of fluid in the 
annulus. 
 
Codes: 
 
Sub StaticVLP() 
 
Dim i, j, k, l As Integer 
 
For k = 74 To 93 
'For Pwf corresponding to Solution P-Sandface 
Sheets("1").Cells(k, 1).Value = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(k - 42, 6).Value 
Sheets("1").Cells(k, 2).Value = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(k - 42, 7).Value 
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Next k 
 
For i = 32 To 51 
 
Sheets("1").Cells(8, 3).Value = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(i, 7).Value 
 
Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(i, 7).Value = Sheets("1").Cells(9, 3).Value 
 
Next i 
 
End Sub 
Modification of Vertical Lift performance with flowing gas gradient in annulus 
Objective: This workflow shifts the VLP from the EOT to the gas entry point considering the flowing gradients of fluid in the 
annulus. 
 
Codes: 
 
Sub DynamicVLP() 
 
Dim i, j, k, l As Integer 
Dim Y As String 
 
 
For k = 74 To 93 
'For Pwf corresponding to Solution P-Sandface 
Sheets("1").Cells(k, 1).Value = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(k - 42, 6).Value 
Sheets("1").Cells(k, 2).Value = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(k - 42, 7).Value 
 
Next k 
 
For i = 32 To 51 
 
Sheets("1").Cells(63, 3).Value = Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(i, 7).Value 
 
Sheets("1").Cells(54, 1).Value = Sheets("1").Cells(63, 3).Value 
 
 
'For Calculating pressure at sand face 
 
If (Sheets("1").Cells(68, 3).Value < Sheets("1").Cells(62, 3).Value) Then 
 
 'If (Sheets("1").Cells(68, 3).Value > 0) Then 
  Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(i, 7).Value = Sheets("1").Cells(63, 3).Value - (Sheets("1").Cells(60, 3).Value - 
Sheets("1").Cells(62, 3).Value) * Sheets("1").Cells(61, 3).Value 
 'Else 
 'Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(i, 7).Value = Sheets("1").Cells(63, 3).Value - (Sheets("1").Cells(60, 3).Value - 
Sheets("1").Cells(62, 3).Value) * Sheets("1").Cells(61, 3).Value 
 'End If 
Else 
  
 If (Sheets("1").Cells(68, 3).Value < Sheets("1").Cells(60, 3).Value) Then 
  Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(i, 7).Value = Sheets("1").Cells(63, 3).Value - (Sheets("1").Cells(60, 3).Value - 
Sheets("1").Cells(68, 3).Value) * Sheets("1").Cells(61, 3).Value - (Sheets("1").Cells(68, 3).Value - Sheets("1").Cells(62, 
3).Value) * Sheets("1").Cells(61, 3).Value 
 Else 
 Sheets("NodalAnalysis").Cells(i, 7).Value = Sheets("1").Cells(63, 3).Value - (Sheets("1").Cells(60, 3).Value - 
Sheets("1").Cells(62, 3).Value) * Sheets("1").Cells(59, 3).Value 
 End If 
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End If 
 
Next i 
 
'Call extendingrange 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
